
Music and Landscape

Part 3: Seasons



“the seasonal pattern has metaphysical overtones. The traditional Indian 

view of the seasons sees winter as quiescence, spring as creation, summer 

as preservation and fall as destruction. Expanded, elaborated, and 

romanticized just a bit, this is the story of mankind, and, no matter how 

equatorial our clime, in the final analysis we are all kin.”

Tim Page, New York Times Archive



● Music is essentially an organization of sounds in respect to time  

○ Time and music are intrinsically linked

● Seasons are one of nature’s ways of organizing time into cyclical units

○ Human beings tend to relate the seasons to human life cycles

● Every culture organizes time in different ways

○ In many cultures, the organization of music reflects the culture’s 

beliefs about cosmic/calendric order 

● The following examples are drawn from Amatzia Bar-Yosef’s article, 

“Musical Time Organization and Space Concept: A Model of 

Cross-Cultural Analogy”, available from Jstor 

○ https://www.jstor.org/stable/852865?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents

Music and Time

https://www.jstor.org/stable/852865?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents


● Time is structured into units that are subdivided into smaller subsets. 

○ Whole note = 2 half notes = 4 quarter notes = 8 eighth notes

Western Classical Music



● The commonly used periodic phrase structure divides time similarly

○ Phrase = 4 measures = 2 measure antecedent, 2 measure consequent

○ Example: Mozart Horn Concerto No. 4

● Larger works are divided into movements

○ Could a symphony’s four movements be related to 4 seasons? 

Western Classical Music



● Idea of closure is important; cadences end phrases and indicate to the 

listener that the idea has reached completion 

Western Classical Music



● Clifford Geertz, anthropologist, studied the calendric organization of Java 

and Bali and found a relationship between the organization of time and 

musical structure 

○ Theoretical example: A Javanese family goes to the market every day, 

goes to temple every third day, and gathers with their extended 

family every 7 days. Every 21 days, the family goes to market, temple 

AND gathers with family. Because of the coincidence of events, this 

day is given special significance. 

Javanese Gamelan





● Music is structured in a similar way to daily life. 

○ “Simultaneous cycles whose points of coincidence bears special 

significance.” (Bar-Yosef) 

● Theoretical example:

○ The bonang is struck every pulse, the kenong is struck every 3, and 

the gong is rung every 20. Every sixty pulses are three are struck at 

the same time, which signals the group to shift to another section 

Javanese Gamelan



● The Suyá people of Brazil think of the cosmos in terms of two opposing 

forces. Many parts of their world reflect this idea

○ Dry / Wet seasons

○ Male / Female binary

○ Two cardinal directions

○ Bipartite song structure 

■ Alternates between A and B sections 

Suyá Songs



● Religious rites and rituals are often related to natural seasons and/or 

points in the human life cycle 

● Music often accompanies the performance of these rites and rituals

○ Prayers for rain

○ Songs of thanksgiving related to harvest

○ Songs and rituals related to birth and death

Ritual Songs



● In Indian Classical music, the melodic framework is called a Raga 

(literally, ‘coloring’)

○ Similar to a mode, but includes other characteristics such as 

particular intervals, rhythms, and ornaments

○ Provides a basis for improvisation 

○ Ragas often carry with them extramusical connotations such as time 

of day, season, or mood

○ There are about 100 different ragas, but only 30 are commonly used

Indian Classical Music 



● A group of ragas associated with monsoon season 

● Very old raga, 700-800 years old

● Legend: once emperor Akbar asked his court musician Tansen to sing Raga 

Deepak, the raga of light, which caused all the lamps in the courtyard to light up 

and Tansen's body became so hot that he had to sit in the nearby river to cool 

himself. However, the river began to boil, and it became apparent that Tansen 

would soon boil to death. He set out on a search to find someone who could sing 

Raga Malhar to cure him. In due course he reached Vadnagar, in Gujarat, where he 

found two sisters, Tana and Riri, whom he asked for help. They agreed to sing 

Raga Malhar to cure him. When they sang the Raga, rains came down in torrents, 

which cooled Tansen's body immediately

Raga Malhar 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akbar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tansen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tana_and_Riri


● Megh means cloud and the raga is associated with the building clouds 

that bring rain during monsoon season

● Specific melodic gestures symbolize these clouds

● Example:

○ https://youtu.be/CnWVoRrfdy0?t=547

Raga Megh Malhar 

https://youtu.be/CnWVoRrfdy0?t=547


● Not only Vivaldi! https://youtu.be/zzE-kVadtNw

○ Franz Josef Haydn, oratorio 

■ https://youtu.be/QdQTz0OHbvc

○ Glazunov, ballet 

■ https://youtu.be/pByceAzSjqw

The Four Seasons

https://youtu.be/zzE-kVadtNw
https://youtu.be/QdQTz0OHbvc
https://youtu.be/pByceAzSjqw


Aaron Copland (1900-1990)

● Ballet scored for 13 instruments, 

orchestral suite developed a year 

after the premiere

● Premiered in 1944

● Orchestral suite first recorded by 

Koussevitzky and the BSO

Appalachian Spring



O Appalachian Spring! I gained the ledge;

Steep, inaccessible smile that eastward bends

And northward reaches in that violet wedge

Of Adirondacks!

Hart Crane poem, "The Dance"

https://youtu.be/XmgaKGSxQVw

● inspiration arrived in the form of 

an Edward Deming Andrews 

book, The Gift to be Simple - 

Songs, Dances and Rituals of the 

American Shakers

● What kind of spring is the poem 

describing? Perhaps this work 

belongs more appropriately in 

the ‘Water’ section of this class! 

Most people tend to think of this 

work as related to the season. 

● Tells the story of a young couple 

who is about to be married- the 

seasonal association is 

appropriate 

Appalachian Spring

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hart_Crane
https://youtu.be/XmgaKGSxQVw


Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971)

● Ballet written in 1913 for Sergei 

Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes 

● Subtitled “Pictures of Pagan 

Russia in Two Parts”

● Depicts rituals that celebrate the 

arrival of spring, a young maiden 

is chosen as a sacrifice and 

dances herself to death

● Themes center around the 

relationship of the primitive 

Russian people and the season of 

spring

Rite of Spring (1913)

Concept design for the premiere

https://youtu.be/YOZmlYgYzG4?t=475

https://youtu.be/YOZmlYgYzG4?t=475


Samuel Barber (1910-1981)

● Work for soprano and orchestra 

composed in 1947

● Premiered in 1948 by the Boston 

Symphony Orchestra 

● Text is exerpted from a prose 

piece by James Agee which 

describes a young boy’s 

impressions of his world. These 

are drawn from Agee’s own 

experience as a six year old in 

Knoxville

● https://youtu.be/Un7l-CxvdEg

Knoxville, Summer of 1915

https://youtu.be/Un7l-CxvdEg


It has become that time of evening

when people sit on their porches,

rocking gently and talking gently

and watching the street

and the standing up into their sphere

of possession of the tress,

of birds' hung havens, hangars.

People go by; things go by.

A horse, drawing a buggy,

breaking his hollow iron music on the asphalt:

a loud auto: a quiet auto:

people in pairs, not in a hurry,

scuffling, switching their weight of aestival body,

talking casually,

the taste hovering over them of vanilla,

strawberry, pasteboard, and starched milk,

the image upon them of lovers and horses

squared with clowns in hueless amber.

Knoxville, Summer of 1915



Frederick Delius (1862-1934)

● Composed in 1908, revised in 

1911

● Delius was born in England, but 

spent most of his composition 

career in Paris

● Monet (1840-1926)

● Short orchestral tone poem

● Delius composed several 

‘summer works’ including 

Summer Night on the River and 

Song of Summer

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=ojEiAF9HCFI

In a Summer Garden

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojEiAF9HCFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojEiAF9HCFI


Gustav Mahler (1860-1911)

● From the work The Song of the 

Earth, a set of six songs for alto 

(or baritone), tenor, and 

orchestra 

● Bernstein referred to this work as 

“Mahler’s greatest symphony”

● Movements:

○ The Drinking Song of Earthly 

Sorrow

○ The Solitary One in Autumn

○ Youth

○ Beauty

○ The Drunkard in Spring

○ The Farewell

The Solitary One in Autumn 

(1909)



Autumn fog creeps bluishly over the lake.

Every blade of grass stands frosted.

As though an artist had jade-dust

over the fine flowers strewn.

The sweet fragrance of flower has passed;

A cold wind bows their stems low.

Soon will the wilted, golden petals

of lotus flowers upon the water float.

https://youtu.be/lFxvsTJYWuA

“The Solitary One in Autumn”

My heart is tired. My little lamp

expired with a crackle, minding me to sleep.

I come to you, trusted resting place.

Yes, give me rest, I have need of refreshment!

I weep often in my loneliness.

Autumn in my heart lingers too long.

Sun of love, will you no longer shine

Gently to dry up my bitter tears?

Hans Bethge (adapted from Li Bai)

https://youtu.be/lFxvsTJYWuA


Ralph Vaughan 

Williams (1872-1958)

Sinfonia Antartica

● This work is Vaughan 

Williams’ 7th Symphony

● Completed in 1952, adapted 

the music from his film score, 

Scott of the Antarctic (1947)

● Instrumentation includes 

wordless solo soprano and 

three part women’s chorus

● https://youtu.be/Mv6YBg7PL

ag

https://youtu.be/Mv6YBg7PLag
https://youtu.be/Mv6YBg7PLag


● Mvt. 1: To suffer woes which hope thinks infinite,/ To forgive wrongs darker than 

death or night,/ To defy power which seems omnipotent,/ ... / Neither to change, 

nor falter, nor repent:/ This ... is to be/ Good, great and joyous, beautiful and free,/ 

This is alone Life, Joy, Empire and Victory. (quotation from Shelley, Prometheus 

Unbound)

● Mvt. 2: There go the ships, and there is that Leviathan whom thou hast made to 

take his pastime therein. (quotation from Psalm 104, Verse 26)

● Mvt. 3 (Landscape): Ye ice falls! Ye that from the mountain's brow/ Adown 

enormous ravines slope amain —/ Torrents, methinks, that heard a mighty voice,/ 

And stopped at once amid their maddest plunge!/ Motionless torrents! Silent 

cataracts! (quotation from Coleridge, Hymn before Sunrise, in the vale of 

Chamouni)

Sinfonia Antartica Texts 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percy_Bysshe_Shelley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prometheus_Unbound_(Shelley)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prometheus_Unbound_(Shelley)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psalm_104
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Taylor_Coleridge


● Mvt. 4: Love, all alike, no season knows, nor clime,/ Nor hours, days, months, 

which are the rags of time. (quotation from Donne, The Sun Rising)

● Mvt. 5: I do not regret this journey; we took risks, we knew we took them, things 

have come out against us, therefore we have no cause for complaint. (quotation 

from Captain Scott's Last Journal)

Sinfonia Antartica Texts 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Donne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Falcon_Scott


● Mvt. 1: The opening tune, grim and striving, calls up the theme of man's struggle 

against implacable nature. After its dark harmonies, with their undercurrent of 

inevitable tragedy, we are introduced to the Antarctic continent itself by a 

shimmering mosaic of tone-painting, in which vibraphone, women's eerie, 

keening voices and wind machine make explicit the hostile environment. Into this 

cold landscape intrudes a heraldic trumpet call, the challenge of man to the 

unknown region, bringing the movement to a fine, optimistic climax, propelled by 

crisp rolls from the side drum.

● Mvt. 2: The voyage to Antarctica is portrayed in the Scherzo, sea spray and cold 

winds delineated in Debussy-like pointillism. Encounters with whales (a deep 

groaning theme in the basses) and penguins (a comic, loping episode for trumpet) 

are set forth before the movement ends suddenly and enigmatically, without a 

return of the scherzo. 

Sinfonia Antartica Overview 



● Mvt. 3: The most impressive sound-painting occurs in the third movement, 

"Landscape," originally accompanying the film's sequence on Beardmore glacier. A 

bare, chromatic theme, in canon in the trombones and tuba, is accompanied by icy 

and glittering fragments from percussion. The weight of this inexorable tune 

carries the movement forward to an astonishing climax in which the utter 

inhumanity of the southernmost land is given voice with an all-stops outburst 

from the organ, after which the music seems to collapse exhausted.

● Mvt. 4: A moment of warmth follows in the brief Intermezzo, in the composer's 

late lyrical style, the main theme given by solo oboe above a piquant mix of major 

and minor harmonies. Music originally for the apparent suicide of Captain Oates 

(who left the tent during a fierce blizzard) sounds an ominous note that is more 

fully developed in the fifth movement.

Sinfonia Antartica Overview 



● Mvt. 5: “Epilogue" opens with a minor-key transformation of the first movement's 

trumpet call. The striving motto theme is now a resolute march, but the music of 

Antarctica slices into its determined optimism, with chorus and wind machine 

enveloping the music in a cold storm of defeat. The motto returns elegiacally, and 

then the wind, snow and wordless voices have the last word.

Sinfonia Antartica Overview 



Peter Maxwell Davies 

(1934-2016)

Antarctic Symphony

● Also known as Symphony No. 8

● Completed in 2001 after 

Davies’ visit to Antarctica 

● Commissioned by the British 

Antarctic Survey to 

commemorate the 50th 

anniversary of Vaughan 

Williams’ 7th Symphony 

● Program Note: 

http://www.boosey.com/cr/musi

c/Peter-Maxwell-Davies-Antarc

tic-Symphony-Symphony-No-8

/15134

● Recording: 

https://youtu.be/GCIW1fjuE1g

http://www.boosey.com/cr/music/Peter-Maxwell-Davies-Antarctic-Symphony-Symphony-No-8/15134
http://www.boosey.com/cr/music/Peter-Maxwell-Davies-Antarctic-Symphony-Symphony-No-8/15134
http://www.boosey.com/cr/music/Peter-Maxwell-Davies-Antarctic-Symphony-Symphony-No-8/15134
http://www.boosey.com/cr/music/Peter-Maxwell-Davies-Antarctic-Symphony-Symphony-No-8/15134
https://youtu.be/GCIW1fjuE1g


● He said he was "greatly influenced by my encounter with scientists searching into ways in 

which the Antarctic will change our environment over the coming centuries"

● Two sounds that influenced the composition:

○ The sound of ice cracking: "the ice crack and split before the bow, then roar along, keel 

to stern, in a tumultuous clatter of slabs and shards", and this sound is represented at 

the beginning of the symphony through the percussive use of a biscuit tin filled with 

broken glass, a tam-tam with plastic soapdish, and three lengths of builders' scaffolding.

○ The second sound was of an avalanche as the ship passed through a narrow channel 

between ice mountains. The composer described the sound that suddenly enveloped 

the ship as "the mightiest, gentlest, longest whisper ever. It was a sound which seemed 

almost quieter than the silence which surrounded it" 

■ This sound inspired the use of a Pentecost plainchant  based on the text, “And 

when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they were all with one accord in one 

place saying: Alleluia. And suddenly there came a sound from heaven … as of a 

mighty rushing wind”

Davies’ Reflections  



● Composition Year: 

● Man’s relationship to nature:

● What is the human’s role?

Vaughan Williams vs. Davies  

1952

Man is struggling 

against the all powerful 

forces of nature. 

Explorer, Discoverer

2001

Man realizes the fragility of 

nature and the harm he has 

done and has the potential 

to do. 

Caretaker 

● The term global warming is first used in 1975



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4bSxb5THm4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rF9UNa9aDQk

Rising Temperatures   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4bSxb5THm4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rF9UNa9aDQk


https://www.citylab.com/environment/2017/10/the-odd-disconcerting-music-i

nspired-by-climate-change/542358/

ClimateMusic Project  

https://www.citylab.com/environment/2017/10/the-odd-disconcerting-music-inspired-by-climate-change/542358/
https://www.citylab.com/environment/2017/10/the-odd-disconcerting-music-inspired-by-climate-change/542358/


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jbMCyE3eUU

Antarctic Ice Melt  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jbMCyE3eUU


https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/swiss-town-glacier-blanket-180968451/

 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/swiss-town-glacier-blanket-180968451/


● Barber, Knoxville, Summer of 1915

● Barber, Summer Music

● Copland, Appalachian Spring

● Delius, Summer Works

● Glazunov, The Seasons

● Haydn, The Seasons 

● Mahler, “The Solitary One in Autumn” from The Song of the Earth

● Schubert, Die Winterreise

● Stravinsky, The Rite of Spring

● Vivaldi, The Four Seasons

Emergent List of Musical ‘Seasons’



●
Emergent List of Musical ‘Seasons’


